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Absolut collaborates with Andy Warhol
once again with latest limited edition
“Art is what you can get away with” – Andy Warhol

On October 1, Absolut will proud introduce the Andy Warhol Edition, a
new limited edition bottle celebrating creativity, pop art and the brand’s
iconic collaboration with Andy Warhol. To launch the bottle, Absolut will
collaborate with him once again by working with three artists who will
reach out to Warhol’s spirit for a one-time-only nightlife experience in
NYC, as well as, inviting people to unleash their creativity in what Absolut
aims to become world’s largest art exchange -- where one lucky
participant will receive an original Andy Warhol artwork.
The Andy Warhol Edition celebrates the iconic collaboration between Absolut and Andy
Warhol – the brand’s first of thousands of collaborations with artists from around the
world. By transforming the original painting onto the bottle shape, Absolut is allowing
anyone to bring home their very own Warhol. To support the launch of this limited edition
bottle, Absolut is presenting two innovative concepts: Warhol Spirit by Absolut, which
pushes the boundaries of art and nightlife, inspiring audiences to realize anything is
possible through creativity, as well as Andy Warhol Art Exchange by Absolut, which
invites audiences to join in on the creative process by making their own art.
“With this limited edition, we raise our glasses to honor the partnership between Absolut
and Andy Warhol – a collaboration that resulted in one of the most iconic contemporary
works of art. The original Absolut Warhol painting hangs firmly in a museum but this
initiative brings Andy Warhol’s artwork to the world,” says Nodjame Fouad, Director of
Storytelling at Absolut.
“The Foundation is delighted to celebrate the launch of the Andy Warhol Edition and
proud to announce that a portion of the proceeds will contribute generously to The
Foundation’s endowment from which it has distributed nearly $250M in grants supporting
contemporary visual arts,” said Michael Hermann of The Andy Warhol Foundation.
“While Warhol’s profound influence is uncontained we applaud Absolut for bottling his
creativity.”
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W arhol Spirit by Absolut
In celebration of the new Andy Warhol Edition, Absolut will collaborate with Andy Warhol
once again by reaching out to his spirit for a one-of-a-kind nightlife experience in NYC.
During the experience, DJ A-Trak, light artist Schnellebuntibilder and experimental EVP
artist Leif Elggren, will work together to transform sound waves originating from Warhol’s
spirit into a one-of-a-kind nightlife experience. Using the sound waves as the main input,
the three artists will create a live-collaboration where Schnellebuntibilder’s interactive
light installation will react to A-Trak’s music, which mixes in Andy Warhol’s words picked
up by Leif Elggren’s EVP machine. Through this truly unique experience, Absolut seeks to
inspire audiences to realize anything is possible through creativity.
Having partnered with thousands of artists since launching the first artist collaboration
with Warhol in 1986, this experience is the latest rule-breaking artistic collaboration from
Absolut. Not only does this collaboration transform nightlife in a never-been-done way,
but it also poses a question that Warhol himself may have asked: “Are they really
connecting with Warhol or is this just a stunt?”
To allow audiences anywhere in the world to experience the connection with Warhol, an
interactive site will live-stream what sounds are picked up from the EVP before, during,
and after the event.
The experience is part of the Nights by Absolut program, which brings the brand’s
Transform Today campaign to life through a series of transformative artistic experiences.
By reimagining what is possible in nightlife through these experiences, Absolut hopes to
inspire audience to raise the bar for what to expect from a night out, and empower them
to transform their own nights.
To see how the artists prepare for the performance, follow it live or see what happened at
the event on absolut.com/warholspirit.

The Andy W arhol Art Exchange by Absolut
Starting October 1, Absolut also invites people from around the world to unleash their
creative spirits and enter The Andy Warhol Art Exchange by Absolut – which Absolut aims
to become the world’s largest online art exchange. Users can participate by submitting or
creating a piece of digital art, and will get one in return from another participant
somewhere in the world.
Everyone will be a winner in the art exchange, and some lucky participants will get to
exchange art works with artists Ryder Ripps, Taylor Mckimens or any of the other famous
artists participating in the exchange. There is even an original Andy Warhol artwork that
has been included in the exchange.
At absolut.com/artexchange, Absolut provides fun and easy-to-use generative art tools,
enabling anyone to be an artist. The site will also accept most image files and formats,
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including uploads via Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. With these tools, Absolut
manifest that creative transformation is within reach for everyone.
The Andy Warhol Art Exchange by Absolut runs from October to December, with
exchanges happening at the end of each month. Participants above legal drinking age,
from anywhere in the world, are welcome to enter.

About The Andy W arhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

As the preeminent American artist of the 20th Century, Andy Warhol challenged
the world to see art differently. Since its founding in 1987 in accordance with
Andy Warhol’s will, The Andy Warhol Foundation has established itself as among
the leading funders of contemporary art in the United States having distributed
nearly $250,000,000 in grants supporting the creation, presentation and
documentation of contemporary visual arts, particularly work that is experimental,
under-recognized or challenging in nature. The foundation’s ongoing efforts to
protect and enhance its founder’s creative legacy ensure that Warhol’s inventive,
open-minded spirit will have a profound impact on the visual arts for generations
to come. Proceeds the foundation receives from licensing projects such as this
contribute to the Foundation’s endowment from which it distributes grants. For
more information please visit www.warholfoundation.org.
About Andy W arhol
Andy Warhol (1928-1987) remains one of the most influential visual artists of modern
times. With a background as a highly successful commercial artist, Warhol reinvented
himself as a famous Pop Artist. Warhol went from creating images for advertising and
media as an illustrator to using advertising and media images to make his fine art. He
quickly became renowned as one of the artists who defined the Pop Art movement, a
generation of artists who turned to the worlds of mass commercial production, advertising,
and popular culture for the raw materials and inspiration for their work. Incredibly prolific
in various endeavours, Warhol is recognized as one of the most influential avant garde
filmmakers of his generation, founded Interview Magazine in 1969, produced and
managed The Velvet Underground, authored numerous books, was an avid
photographer, directed music videos and even hosted his own talk-show on MTV, Andy
Warhol died unexpectedly in February 22, 1987 firmly established as one of the most
important artists of the 20th century, artist and international celebrity.
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